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Directions (1-5): Answer these questions based on the following information.

In a certain code:
“Yes can not be amazing” is coded as - “Friday Monday 14 an July”
“He seems licks rudeby” is coded as - “Friday 9 dy June”
“Tufters does not box anything” is coded as - “Fr July Thursday 14 Tuesday Monday”
“Greatests coot wrong outhears” is coded as - “Ets Wednesday Sunday to September August”

Q1. What will be the code for “fear not”?
(a) Monday 14  
(b) Thursday 15 
(c) July 15  
(d) Monday July  
(e) None of these

Q2. What must be the code for “notice”?
(a) Wednesday  
(b) June  
(c) de  
(d) July  
(e) Tuesday
Q3. Which of the following can be coded as “ts June”?
(a) Japan test
(b) test cattle
(c) pigeon rules
(d) pigeon
(e) None of these

Q4. If all the vowels of the word “amazing” are removed, then what would be the code for the resulting word?
(a) April
(b) July
(c) Sunday
(d) Monday
(e) None of these

Q5. What could be the code for “go to hell”?
(a) Tuesday April
(b) Friday
(c) 15 15 Wednesday
(d) 15 15 Friday
(e) None of these

Directions (6-10): Answer these questions based on the following information.
In a certain code:
“Locomotion is the best exercise” is coded as - “DOT ROS VIE VIT CIS”
“Crocodile walk is complete” is coded as - “BOR ZEK ROS BOT”
“Bodyweight exercise fared perfect” is coded as - “LUT CIS VID BET”
“Professional martial athletes does” is coded as - “BOS BIT BET LUS”

Q6. What will be the code for “Locomotive”? 
(a) COT 
(b) DOT 
(c) ROS 
(d) DOS 
(e) None of these

Q7. What must be the code for “BIT VID ROS CIS”? 
(a) martial fared is exercise 
(b) does perfect is the 
(c) locomotion is perfect martial 
(d) martial exercises is fared 
(e) None of these

Q8. Which of the following can be coded as “Boy”? 
(a) Dolly 
(b) Ahoy 
(c) Troy
Q9. If all the E’s in the word “exercise” are removed, then what would be the code for the resulting word?
(a) CIS
(b) CIX
(c) BIS
(d) ROS
(e) None of these

Q10. What could be the code for “completion”?
(a) DOY
(b) BOY
(c) BOT
(d) CON
(e) None of these

Directions (11-15): Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions. In a certain code language:
“Because of factors like” is written as “L*1F I#6A P&3I H#6E”
“Regarding the business” outlook is written as “H@7U L#6N S%2H M$8E”
“Trump took over such” is written as “N!4R V&3V X&3U L&3O”
Q11. What is the code for “AMAN PROVE HIMSELF”?
(a) E@4R Z&4M O#6I
(b) Z&3M O#6I E!4R
(c) N&4M O!6I A@4R
(d) O!6I A@4R B$4E
(e) Can’t be determined

Q12. “Footing” will be coded as?
(a) None of these
(b) Y!6T
(c) Y%7U
(d) N!7U
(e) M#60

Q13. What is the code of ‘Business’?
(a) H@7U
(b) L#6N
(c) S%2H
(d) M$8E
(e) G$7E

Q14. Which will be the code for ‘took the like’?
(a) N!4R H#6E S%2H
(b) V&3V P&3I L#6N
(c) L&30 S%2H P&3I
(d) X&3U S%2H P&3E
Q15. What is the code of ‘some’?
(a) N&3O  
(b) N@4I  
(c) N&4O  
(d) N%5I  
(e) N*4I  

Directions (16-20): Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions. In a certain code language:-
“The new khap panchayat” is written as ‘%36A9 %37E3 %25H3 #27A4’
“three old planet orbiting” is written as ‘#36e6 %25E5 %19L3 #22N8’
“liquid water present state” is written as ‘%24T5 #16I6 %36N7 %41E5’

Q16. “Books” will be coded as?
(a) %15O3  
(b) #32K3  
(c) #28S4  
(d) %21K5  
(e) %32B3  

Q17. “Career Power” will be coded as?
Q18. What is the code for “QUICKER MATHS”?
(a) %35E7  %32H5
(b) #16C5  %24H4
(c) #36R5  %31T4
(d) #12C7  %26T7
(e) #26E7  %37H7

Q19. Which will be the code for ‘PARAMOUNT’?
(a) #24U7
(b) %34N6
(c) %36N9
(d) #26N8
(e) #24N9

Q20. What is the code of ‘PRESENT’?
(a) %=24T5
(b) #16I6
(c) %36N7
(d) %41E5
(e) None of these
Directions (21-25): Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions. In a certain code language:-

“Since the dwarf star” is written as ‘1EUD 3ETM 3FEZ 2RTZ’

“Which migrated towards Jupiter” is written as ‘5RKO 5SUV 3HXH 6DNF’

“Easily recorded from Earth” is written as ‘6DSB 2MGN 3HFQ 4YFR’

Q21. “NUMBER” will be coded as?
(a) 6ENV
(b) 4UYR
(c) 4RDS
(d) 6RSD
(e) 4ROL

Q22. What is the code of ‘MIGRATED’?
(a) 5DRE
(b) 6DNF
(c) 5RKO
(d) 5SUV
(e) 3HXH

Q23. What will be the code for “How many number”?
(a) 2YNM 4UYR 4RDS
(b) 2YNM 4ROL 1WIV
Q24. Which will be the code for ‘LAPTOP’?
(a) 5ONQ
(b) 4PQM
(c) 4POM
(d) 4PMO
(e) 5PKQ

Q25. “STAR EARTH” is coded as?
(a) 2MGN 3FEZ
(b) 3HFQ 3FEZ
(c) 2RTZ 4YFR
(d) 3HFQ 3ETM
(e) None of these

Directions (26-30): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
In a certain code language
‘Uttar Pradesh legislative assembly’ is written as  [E10& K22# H16/ G14%]
‘The election commission of India’ is written as  [J20+ C6# H16+ B4* E10$]
‘Is Scheduled into seven phases’ is written as  [I18! D8< B4@ F12@ E10+]
‘Result will be declared’ is written as [D8= F12> B4# H16!]

Q26. What is the code for the word ‘Scheduled’?
(a) D8<
(b) F12@
(c) E10+
(d) I18!
(e) None of these

Q27. The code ‘G14%’ belongs to which of the following word?
(a) assembly
(b) legislative
(c) Pradesh
(d) Uttar
(e) None of these

Q28. According to the given code, what is the code for ‘F’?
(a) *
(b) $
(c) @
(d) .
(e) <

Q29. What is the code for the word ‘February’?
(a) G16*
(b) H16/
(c) L14@
(d) Y8#
(e) None of these
Q30. According to the following pattern, what is the code of the word ‘declared’?

(a) B4#
(b) F12>
(c) D8=
(d) H16!
(e) None of these
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